Let R be an arbitrary ring. In this paper, the following statements are proved: (a) Each idempotent matrix over R can be diagonalized if and only if each idempotent matrix over R has a characteristic vector. (b) An idempotent matrix over R can be diagonalized under a similarity transformation if and only if it is equivalent to a diagonal matrix. (a) and (b) generalize Foster's and Steger's theorems to arbitrary rings. We give some new results about 0-similarity of idempotent matrices over R. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
In 1945, Foster examined the following questions: for a commutative ring R, when can we ®nd an invertible matrix P over R such that e À1 diagfe 1 Y F F F Y e n g for a given idempotent matrix A over R? The problem concerns not only matrix theory but also module theory and algebraic K-theory. He proved the following theorem (cf. [1, Theorem 10] Foster's theorem. he following re equivlent for ommuttive ring with identity:
(a) ih idempotent mtrix over is digonlizle under similrity trnsformtionF (b) ih idempotent mtrix over hs hrteristi vetorF
In 1966, Steger in [2] (or, see [3, IV. 52 Theorem]) utilized Foster's theorem to prove the following theorem.
Steger's theorem. vet e ommuttive ring with identity nd e e n n Â n idempotent mtrix over F sf there exist invertile mtries nd suh tht e is digonl mtrix, then there is n invertile mtrix over suh tht e À1 is digonl mtrixF
In this paper, we will demonstrate that Foster's theorem and Steger's theorem can be generalized to an arbitrary ring with identity.
Let be a ring with identity, and P , we say that is equivalent to , denoted by 9 , if there exist invertible elements u and v P such that uv ; is called similar to , denoted by $ , if there exists an invertible element u P such that uu À1 . Let e P mÂn , f P sÂt , we say that e is 0-equivalent to f, denoted by e 9 0 f, if there exist suciently large integers p P maxfmY ng and q P maxfnY tg, P qvpY and Pqv(q,) such that e 0 0 0 f 0 0 0 pÂq X We say that e is 0-similar to f, denoted by e $ 0 f, if there exist suciently large integers p P maxfmY nY sY tg and P qvpY such that e 0 0 0
, e $ 0 f if and only if the corresponding ®nitely generated projective -modules are isomorphic. One can ®nd also the de®nition of 0-similarity in [3] . It is obvious that``similar A 0-similar'' and``equivalent A 0-equivalent''. Theorems 10 and 11 give two equivalent conditions for two matrices to be 0-similar.
Main results
Lemma 1. vet e ring, Y P with 2 nd , then $ $ .
Similarly, it can be proved that $ X Ã Theorem 2. vet e ring, Y P with 2 nd 2 , then $ if nd only if 9 .
Proof. It is only needed to prove that`` 9 A $ ''. Suppose that there exist invertible elements p and q P such that pq .
. vet e ring nd , e idempotents of F sf
Proof. Since À 2 2 À À 2 0, so we have and 2 , i.e., which implies . Similarly, we have . So by Lemma 1, $ $ $ X Ã Theorem 4. vet e e n idempotent mtrix over ring F sf e is equivlent to
ii n e hosen to e the identity mtrixF Proof. Assume that there exist Y P qvnY such that e f. Let À1 À1 P qvnY , then À1 e e À1 À1 f. Let s ij mÂm be the block matrix with the same block type of f, then e $ f and f 2 f, ff f. So we have
So ii can be changed as an identity matrix. Ã
The following corollary is a generalization of Steger's theorem.
Corollary 5. vet e e n n Â n idempotent mtrix over ring F sf e is equivE lent to digonl mtrix, then e is similr to digonl mtrixF Using Theorem 4, we obtain the following corollaries about the diagonability of idempotent matrices. 
Corollary
completable if it can be seen as the ®rst row of some invertible matrix over . Let e be an n Â n matrix over , recall that a is a characteristic vector of e if a P n is a completable right unimodular vector and ae ka for some k in (we call k the characteristic value of a). The following theorem is a generalization of Foster's theorem.
Theorem 9. he following re equivlent for n ritrry ring with identity: 1. ih idempotent mtrix over is digonlizle under similrity trnsforE mtion (iFeF is projetively trivil ring). 2. por eh nonzero projetive left Emodule D there exist nonzero idempotent e 1 Y e 2 Y F F F Y e t in suh tht 9 e 1 È e 2 È Á Á Á È e t X 3. ih idempotent mtrix over hs hrteristi vetorF Proof. By Lemma 1.2.1 of [4] ,``(1) A (2)'' is easily got. 1 A 3. Since there exists an invertible matrix over such that e diagfk 1 Y F F F Y k n g , the ®rst row of is a characteristic vector of e. 3 A 1. Let e be an idempotent matrix over with a characteristic vector a: ae ka, then a can be completed to P qvnY , so
Since e is idempotent, by Corollary 8, e $ diagfkY f 2 gY then by induction, the theorem is proved. Ã Finally, let us discuss the 0-similarity of idempotent matrices.
Theorem 10. vet e P w m , f P w n e idempotent mtriesF hen e $ 0 f if nd only if there exist m Â n mtrix nd n Â m mtrix over suh tht e, f.
Proof. If there exists P qvkY , k P maxfmY ng, such that e 0 0 0 À1 f 0 0 0 X Decompose and À1 into blocks corresponding to diagfeY 0g as 11 12 21 22 Y À1 11 12 21 22 X Then we have 11 e 11 f, 11 f 11 e. Let e 11 f and f 11 e, then is an m Â n matrix, is an n Â m matrix and e, f.
On the other hand, if there exist m Â n matrix and n Â m matrix over such that e, f. Let
It is easy to verify that 2 1 À e 2 ef 1 À ee e 1 À f f1 À e 1 À ff fe 1 À f 2 s m 0 0 s n X Since e and f, we have e f. Similarly, we have f e . So e 0 0 0
Let be a Dedekind in®nite ring (i.e., there exist and P such that 1, e T 1), then by Theorem 10, 1 is 0-similar to e, but it is obvious that 1 is not similar to e.
Theorem 11. vet e P w m , f 1 P w n 1 nd f 2 P w n 2 e idempotent mtries over ring F hen e is 0-similr to f diagff 1 Y f 2 g if nd only if e n e deomposed into the sum of two order m orthogonl idempotent mtries e 1 Y e 2 , iFeF, e e 1 e 2 , moreover e 1 $ 0 f 1 , e 2 $ 0 f 2 .
Proof. If e $ 0 f, by Theorem 10, there exist matrices and such that e and f. Decompose Y into blocks as 
